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Established in 1964, the Plum Creek Review is Oberlin’s longest running literary and arts magazine. Our
mission is to publish all genres, media, and creative
forms. We are your canvas and your microphone. In addition to our biannual magazine, we host write-ins and
art-ins to encourage constant creation and collaboration. In our interactions, we seek to connect and create
something together. We have partnered with the Creative Writing department and the Murray Ridge Oberlin College Alliance to enhance the creative resources
available to Oberlin students and community members,
and this semester we launched the Plum Creek Radio
Hour on WOBC. This issue of our magazine hosts an
array of poetry, prose, translations, photography, collage, drawings, and paintings. We hope you enjoy!
Galen Beebe & Lauren Clark
Editors-in-Chief

Ti d e p o o l i n g
Poke holes into milk bottles and squeeze.
Mimick your echinozoa, spineless sea urchins,
the endocrine swellings on your chest.
Smear Vaseline onto your toes.
I hate to interrupt, but
why are you crying when G-d himself
planted a great fleshy watermelon in your abdomen?
O Me, I’m the one with the over-sexed urchin spine,
the sinister nudibranch,
that kind that spits cyanide and
does its damnwellpleases.
O Me, I take baths in green water and try to fit
tomato seeds
in between my teeth and inside my bellybutton.

						

Julia Ruby
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want to tell you a story say it’s
about a cat STOP or about a red fox
standing apart from all the other foxes with grey
STOP eyes what is going through
his mind I think he is watching me with slanted
eyes STOP he moves undetectably through families
of racoons STOP with sunglasses straight out of
the movies say it’s about a robber who is good at
breaking open windows or tiptoeing on rooftops
caught in the half-light when the sirens get too close
STOP say it’s about a tabby cat who
walks around like he owns the place
STOP I want to cry in your eyes
(Michel Beaulieu, Au jour dit, 1973)
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Laura Nelson (trans.)

							

June Tate
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H e wa s c l a p p i n g a b o x o f M a r l b o r o s
I thought he was clapping for me
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Sunjana Supekar

Ca rt o g r a p h y
I
The frontier is only visible at certain fluorescent wavelengths: an
iridescence or at least a sheen among the pines of the borderlands
and during the aspirin hours of the morning. Just as things got real
dilute, the headwaters seeped back onto the map. The difference
became sawtoothed. Now the rest of the time, just some R and R
or shall we say stupor. She dug out the ol’ mirror for some navelgazing but turned out it was actually an ottoman.
II
He spent entire summers in love with lacuna and therefore
haunting billiard halls, flea markets, and the purple ranges of the
upper atmosphere. He was a saline convergence of arroyos, he was
the derelict-yellow outskirts. He was a span. The city grew quiet
and matte except for a spectral air-whistle issuing from the canopy.
As in the photos of LW, the tableau begged a question: pillar of ice
or island of rats?
III
During germination season, you became a kind of endless portico.
The anticipated domestic interior, the stained oak cabinets, bowls
of overripe fruit, penumbral communications, never quite seemed
to pan out. In their place, new vistas and nuances in privation.
Mounting the ridge, I saw yet another valley of rounded edges
and varnished surfaces. The brooks in the lowlands ran efficiently
and wisps of cotton rose from the refineries; its citizens were of
questionable accent and tended in their habits towards emulation.
I located you in an all-night establishment furnished in vinyl of a
noncommittal hue, where you said “I guess” and handed me a small
opaque stone (which looked only like itself ). It was a start.

						

Samuel Rowe
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Self-Portrait					
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Sarah Morgan

Crutches for Legba
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

“There was once, we know, over the moor
black chickens swung head down, we know
take me to the moor I’ll lay me down there
was once, we know, black chicken swung
heads along wherever he’s gone, gone oh
wherever he’s gone I’ve gone take me
I’ll lay me down along black heads swung a
long whatever he’s done, done oh I’ve done.”

						

Lauren Friedlander
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t h e o l d s o o t h s ay e r
here’s the old soothsayer
one leg under the kitchen table
laughing all his heads off
at the ceiling, cancelling his
lunch plans, crossing out
every adjective, holding
ten fingers up in the air, telling me
the secret
after burning the newspaper
he all but dances around
the crackling, two-minute
fire, I am the stone you upturned
and you washed and pressed every gnat
and every flea, he screams,
his gleeful eyes sidelong on me, he fires
8

many things, many employees, and after he
realizes the source of his power,
the long and lonely green, the endless
sun, the cataract clean and bone-dry
wishing well, don’t worry, he tells me,
he’s fucked every tree that wasn’t
covered in kudzu, poison ivy,
and in between laughs, he
tells me, he levels all his heads and
weaves every twitching finger together,
blowing adjectives into my eyes, newspaper
smoke in his eyebrows, and he whispers
I Just Want
The Sea.
						

William Roane
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Eli Steltenpohl

S o nata f o r t h e D i f f e r e n t ly A b l e d
It was not
till I’d read his biography a halfdozen times
that I asked myself whether Johann
Sebastian Bach ever filed for disability insurance. After
all, organists when blind aren’t much use,
especially with twenty children; from what I heard
he had to get someone to write his music
as he dictated; he could surely’ve had compensation.
Of course,
he was old by that time, pigheaded, German,
and he might not have admitted that
his eyes were going. So that’s understandable,
but Mozart, please, though he was a stupid spender he
had friends, and when the coal ran out
he could at least have walked through the snow
to the local food pantry, begged a loaf of bread, nestled
his chapped fingers in its steaming gut. And Schumann,
who tried to stretch his too-small hand but
destroyed it instead to where he could
play nothing beyond “The Happy Farmer,”
Schumann could have used a handicapped license. Poor Clara!
Sitting
on the piano bench, curling her own fingers
around his Romanzes, too polite to complain that
her sex life was going nowhere, just as Anna Magdalena
had to lead J. C. and C. P. E. to her husband’s lap so he
could feel the soft contours of their faces, his eyes, whitewashed
by years of reading music in the dark, now fixed unseeing
on his wife’s shoulder as she rocked number nineteen on her hip.

						

Anna Enzweiler
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Sky Meets Lake					
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Sarah Morgan

Lucy

Adam Chambers
Sitting in the bed of a blue pickup truck parked in a snowy
driveway, a wet clump of maybe 6 or 7 strands of nougat-y hair
curls inwards over a chapped lip. Gloveless hands fused together
between thighs in a gesture of imprecation or horizontal prayer.
Old-lady-hair blue, ice-on-branches blue; about the same shade as
the snow. One almost has to squint to see her there in the back of
the truck, to see the truck half buried in the snow. Reality, which
is irrefutable and so nearly blank, which insists upon itself being
seen as if from a great distance. Vision, I mean, which seems like
memory in present tense.
I just met Kel earlier today, twice: first to introduce myself and
second to ask for her help. We are out here in her yard searching
for a lost dog, not either of ours, a neighbor’s bijon, Lucy, who
escaped this afternoon and in all likelihood isn’t going to come
back. It’s been a few hours now and it seems like everyone else
has given up searching. We suspect she left to die which would be
well and proper for a dog to do at that age, going on 16. Kel says it
probably would have happened long ago if the owners had allowed
it out at all, but they kept it suspended there in the house like Poe’s
Valdemar, and it had too good of manners to die while anyone was
watching. I like her sense of humor.
I’m still out here because it’s my fault Lucy escaped. They said
when I came to the door to meet them and left it open an instant
too long, she was 10 years younger and strong again as she pushed
her way out into the snowstorm. Everyone who lived in the
neighborhood had known better than to interrupt the experiment.
Anyway, it’s not quite what you want to be remembered for,
moving in.
Kel said she’d fallen off her bike once in front of the neighbor’s
house. She used to get vertigo sometimes, she told me, and once
when she was 6 she remembers looking up at the sun and falling
13

off her bike onto the sidewalk. And then Lucy, just a few months
old, racing out to her like a field medic, licking at her battered knee
and she’s screaming she tells me, until she realizes she doesn’t need
to anymore. And when her mom finally gets out there with the
gauze and Neosporin, Kel’s just smiling and holding the dog and
the bleeding’s stopped and the mom’s grateful for the appetite for
sweaty knees congenital in dogs, and perhaps the saltiness of blood
as well.
Kel says, “That’s one bit of childhood I remember pretty clearly.”
I get the feeling she’s not so much searching now as mourning.
So anyway, I’ve got like an insane guilt over the whole thing
and I’m searching this yard over and over again because it’s in the
direction it looked like the dog was going, but it’s getting dark and
I don’t know the neighborhood and I’m not so much searching
anymore as saying I’m sorry.
She’s watching me now, Kel. Her eyes are still soggy, but she’s
stopped crying. She yells to me, “Hey, boy. Get off my lawn.
You can’t see anything, and you’re not doing anybody any good
freezing,” which I guess was supposed to sound joke angry but it’s
ragged and she’s mostly lost her voice.
So I climb up into the back of the truck and sit on the opposite
wheel well with my hands between my knees and we look basically
like mirror images in our heavy coats. She says it’s okay and
Lucy was 16 years old and it wasn’t exposure going to kill her but
natural causes. I told her there’s not much seems more unnatural
to me than natural causes, that wild animals never go that way I
remember reading in a book someone gave me once. She says we’re
not and neither is she. No-one really wants to be wild.
Kel says, “I remember part of the reason I loved that dog so
much was I went to camp the summer before the bike thing and
they had this counselor there, this older lady named Miss Lucy,
and one time she took us to feed her horses. I remember the thrill
I got climbing through the electric fence even though I knew she’d
turned it off. It was like Jurassic Park, you know?”
The snow is falling now in wider and wider rows and it’s become
night and cold. “I live just down the street, by the way.” I tell her,
pointing to an olive green house a little way down the street. I
14

probably told her that before. “Well,” says Kel, “Welcome to the
neighborhood. You can stay out here, but I’m going inside.” I
watch her stand up and swing a bluejeaned leg over the side of the
truck. Blue on blue, I’m thinking, on white on white on white. I
consciously don’t watch her take the sidewalk to the front door, but
I can hear the soft crunch of snow and the door closing.
Each peripheral glint on the walk back is Kel or Lucy, the way
you sometimes can’t avoid seeing pictures when you close your
eyes. To tell the truth, I don’t mind the former, but it feels cruel to
leave an old dog lost in the the snow, even just in my mind. I saw
her only as a white blur for an instant, so brief as to almost seem
apocryphal, but I imagine her, fur clumped with dirty snow, back
paws between front paws resting warm and safe under Kel’s porch.
It helps me anyway. The day is long and over. The snow has stopped
and a kind of clearness descends into the hollow of each deep
footprint the morning will turn to slush.
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Captured						
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Sarah Morgan

Leaf cutter ants
Such an Atta cephalotease.

						

Sunjana Supekar
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D e a d Ti m e
It’s not enough
is it
These words
a little plosive
a little washed-out
wait
I pronounce them against walls
breaking up syllables
their shadows scattering
clench fists
A little further off it’s morning
or evening
whenever
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Time is not measured that way
when sand returns to sand
water evaporates in the clepsydra
return early and destroy it
You wait veins burst open
breath released warning
It will escape amidst the wreckage
signs unmade storms corrupt
There you are made anew
I speak and do not speak
Lines and points
the big why engulfs everything
a little mud on the tracks
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cabalistic sentences under fingernails
Motor in the distance
pass a car and fade away
This chore
of challenging the cycle of clock-hands
wait
Yesterday is afraid of being already over
you bleed it out among shadows
returning today any time
I will return
to dead time dying in debt
(Michel Beaulieu, Sept poèmes, 1971.)
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Laura Nelson (trans.)

Daily Exercise					

Thomas Huston
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Th e B o w l
You might not have been paying attention,
and if you couldn’t I don’t blame you,
but when your spew of bile and acid
hit the bottom of the bowl there was
a singing sound. It’s a sound that bowl
always makes when we fill it
with something. I’d like to insinuate that that’s
why I picked it to set on the floor
by the couch, so you could get singing
out of the grossness you’re stuck in.
Is anyone that good? I picked it because
it’s the biggest bowl we own and I didn’t
want you to have to aim very much.
I’d cleaned the floor already and I didn’t
want us to run out of moist bleach
towelettes. The fact remains. The bowl sang.
Your abject misery is no uglier than if I
were washing twelve apples and needed
a place to put the water. I forgive
myself for noticing this and not telling
you, maybe even for the tears I almost
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broke into at the grocery store later
when the credit card went berserk
and I thought the jar of applesauce
and bottles of Pedialyte and organic
cans of chicken noodle soup would
have to stay and help somebody else.
If I’d cried about that, I wouldn’t
be a bad person, just a tired one,
and I gave you a bowl and got you
set up and I hope didn’t embarrass
you, because I don’t like to embarrass people
who need things. I mean I’m embarrassed
to need things and I hope you’re
not. I mean when that bowl’s clean
we’ll cook in it again, and I don’t
mind that you threw up in it. I mean
the walk you made up the stairs
to my bed to tell me what you needed
must have sucked, and I’m glad
you could, I’m glad you’re okay
with how that sounds.

						

Fiona Chamness
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Fa m i ly P l o t
She mighty winker
She W,Willa

She knee tuck

A company of water
to sop and the family plot,
A mawful of rocks A place for,not health
Meant for da and little ma’am in a fresh-looking sheet
She mouth too big for teeth
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Box earth box sweet
						

Lauren Friedlander
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Protecting her Calf					
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Noah Steinman

At t h e L au n d r o m at
There’s a big
red-headed woman
holding herself
watching the dryer
like some kind of
kidnap story
on the news

						

David Greenberg
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This semester has marked a new chapter in Plum Creek
Review's relationship with the arts. Not only did we receive the highest number of visual submissions in PCR's
history, we also extended our programming through two
new arts initiatives. Plum Creek's weekly "art-ins" strive
to create a space in which artists of all walks can come
together to inspire and to be inspire. The Mail Art Exhibition, co-organized with the Exhibition Initiative, took
place in Fisher Gallery and showcased hundreds of pieces
of mail art from the Clarence Ward Art Library's special
collection and its companion initiative. Visitors attending the exhibition’s opening were also able to respond
directly to pieces in the gallery by making their own mail
art at the Plum Creek mail art table. The following three
pages are a small sampling of what was created that night.
Our organization's relationship with the arts is constantly evolving. If this past semester is any indication, Plum Creek Review will continue to not
only showcase artwork, but to facilitate the incubation and exchange of ideas that lead to its creation.
Allison Fontaine-Capel
Arts Editor
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Oh Sperlonga
The stalactites bear down behind your arms
bone white from recent winter.
Your gypsy coat is down on the shore
with my sweater. I left them there
one on top of the other.
This is me seeing your arms for the first time.
This is us in the cave where Tiberius
brought men and bred fish.
You climb the ancient stairs and call to me,
head tilted down. Standing at the precipice of the grotto
you twist your bones stiffly in the setting sun,
the goosebumps on your new skin,
pretending to be ancient,
pretending to belong.
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Here I should affirm that I love you,
even sunstarved, even in our late age.
Sun slices the water.
The cave fills and light multiplies backwards.
There is enough space inside the cave
for us both. If we could just get back to the shore
for us both, these times and all the shards,
all follicles. If we could just get back to our pile
of bodiless coats. Your body relaxes and you grin.
Your grin bears down. We’re so far in.
				
I know you want to fill me but oh
spare me. Please.
						
			

Lauren Clark
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Girl with Candy on Her 				

34

Jimmy Hagan

Girl with Evil on Her 				

Jimmy Hagan
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Downtown
a Bad Mood Poem
Downtown the cinderblocks are frozen through
Downtown hungry animals come in from the sulfur-hills
Downtown the citizens give up their seed to cold
Downtown the waterways are heavy with eel
Downtown they pocket dark liquor and bread crust
Downtown the skinny ones bite their fists for love
Downtown char and sleet, jaundice of mattress and plaster
Downtown chipped porcelain, an oaken table
Downtown the vermin have their misgivings
Downtown the slow rifts in stones and other things
Downtown an iron talisman swings from the lintel
Downtown the placards all read: “Salt Pillar”
Downtown the furrows filled with chalk
Downtown elm-snarl on tepid sky
Downtown the cicada, the cicada
Downtown the dogs of soot, their quiet insufferability
Crows is more crows. The gate’s open.
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Samuel Rowe

for the cardinal nesting in my abdomen
molting is a messy business. First she lifts her teabag wings,
wet with red raspberry, and begins
to sew her feathers into my body.
Careful, she drops and recalls the strands
that swell from her skin and end and rebegin
in mine, and the strands
held down in unison quiver a chord
that sings back to her body
with a tongue as pure and undone as Philomela’s.
She cuts them and the blood pours loose a language
through cupped hands, the body whispering to the body.
This isn’t clean, but prayer
never is, and in this offering she prays
her feathers rebloom from her soiled skin
and she respin the cords –
to weave the story of a girl who knows no words,
of a child delivered from her mother’s wings.

						

Galen Beebe
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Marlo Barrera

Tw e n t y
From here, twenty looks foolish, and worried, and too convinced
of wrong choices
(a pretty girl on the corner in uncomfortable shoes)
the smell seeps in my clothes, new blossoms drowning
in the first electric storm of April, and
if I put my tongue out to taste the year,
it would be sweet and just a little gone, like overripe pineapple
on the Wednesday countertop.
Twenty feels to the touch: a soft encasing hard, the fine layer of fat
edging muscle gone fallow, or maybe the open road
before the icy bridge.
Yesterday, I woke
to a dozen dreams, and slept to the sound
of their fading in my ears.

						

Hope Rehak
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A G u i d e t o Wh i s t l i n g , f o r I n t e r m e d i at e
Students
I. Instructions
Your mouth has to forget what
it’s looking for. See, first of all, the daughter
of the whistling man. There was nothing
telling about his face. You can screw up
your lips for hours looking
for it – there she was, shoving air
past aching cheeks under the dining
room table – zilch. Higher,
threadier silence sputtering
through lower silence. Years of effort,
trills clear as ice, a steady trickle
from his pieces of the house,
as though he’d swallowed
a theramin. She couldn’t keep the seal
for such sound; her noises had names like
snake argument. Sword swallower.
Watched kettle.
I. Examples and Exercises
They told him he should do it for
the movies. Let’s hear the Queen
of the Night’s aria. Now Sarastro.
Now the Queen. His voice was a light
and lovely baritone you had to strain
40

to hear. Whistling
and daughter recognized each other:
higher, louder ranges that could without warning
soar, or swoop, when the tunnel through his lips
came close to shut. She loved Mozart
but her throat was unruly; she sang like a mouse:
the pitch floated out of her head
to a second story window, found a reedy
jackpot of vibrato on the sill. When you’re frustrated
you can tell yourself, as she did,
that if you keep the O below your nose
very small, no one will know
that stretched-out substitute from the real,
unfettered thing.
The whistler’s wife only spoke
a little of his language, a simple two-tone,
which she used as code
for his name. He knew about as much
of hers. She covered for him
at parties; he filled dark corners
when the kid wasn’t squeaking in them.
The kid grew up like everyone grows up,
a pidgin dictionary.
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Get a mirror
and practice the slide of your expressions.
Stream breath through each one. Look for patterns
that increase in resonance without
breaking: surprise to disapproval
to resignation. Sorrow to confusion
to pity. Anything that tightens
the right muscles gradually around
the exhale like a drawstring bag.
I. Supplementary Theory
Whistlers are heir to a rare
and disappearing tongue. They find it
increasingly difficult to bridge
syntactic gaps, to teach
interpretation as the better part
of listening. They can’t meet their own kind except
in passing; melodies pick
one another up, or out, or off.
Subjunctive is the only mood. Learners
often trip up that way, looking
for certainty where there is none
to be found, building reservoirs of resentment
that well up and ruin the tone.
The whistling man’s wife quit
eventually, even that one phrase;
for most people, in the end,
it’s a parlor trick,
a useless practice, except, of course,
to whistlers, for whom it is obviously vital,
and to their daughters,
for whom nothing is obvious
except the need to catch music in a void.
42

I. A Small Illustration
She’s approaching fluency now,
but it all started
like this, at the finish of an ice cream cone:
he’d bought it for her. Her mouth was wet
and cold. She said, without thinking,
something that ended
with S, and the letter rose,
its own first word, suddenly,
like a moth, away from her.
						
Fiona Chamness

In Connecticut						

Alexander Heald
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XYZ 							
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Roxanne Rapaport

Gaucho Pantry, Chile			

Eli Steltenpohl

45

The Derby			
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Allison Fontaine-Capel

A i r p o r t, Sa n ta M o n i c a , CA . I m p r e s s i o n i s t
coming on in turns across the runway.
the blue the blue
I remember hanging off the platform rail
			
and yesterday I watched a boy who
running with a child’s plane
					
it broke.
			
:
the singing.
			
:

			

you try to find just what it is
that makes you weep
and never a cloud in the sky

:

heard on the radio:
			

:

		
man say,

and through the buzz I listened to an old

				
I wish I could have lived within the
midst
				
of all that California sun
					
like on the beach
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and in the
glare
the seaside breeze has

						
always shattered me
					
but never sand
			
:
listened to the radio
			

the clatter
blocked
the old man’s sound

he said
give me the cold,
the misted whitecaps,
harbor docks,
sea birds
will fly

Alex Tamaki
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Oklahoma Rest Stop				
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Eli Steltenpohl

An herbaceous problem
Dillemma.

						

Sunjana Supekar
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Morning off in that knot
at New Pond Farm
“Beetles are present but less active, more passive in the early
morning, a good time to kill them.”
Or so it was that one early morning at least. And so it was with
those particular squash beetles I came upon and popped!. Two
kinds. Striped yellow cucumber beetle, long and skinny with
stripes the long way on its back. And the other kind -- a round
squashbug, orangish with black dots on its casing. Those beetles,
gone practically now, though here they are in some way (thank
you) were sitting themselves -- you never see them eating, but you
know -- on sprouted pumpkins and squash and gourds. These new
greens, which we accepted without a hoe were coming up from
little bumps built up with the dirt for aeration purposes -- I was
told and I definitely believe.
Rows of bumps of squashes every four feet or so, because things do		
W!
o								
gr o		
Like we were actually building something, between
the rows of squash, very narrowly up and down and along the
ground grew already beginnings of corn, shin high. So that when
you stepped back, and right when you were in it too, although the
stepping back was often where the satisfaction lounged I learned
early (sometimes the day would even start with stepping back at
yesterdays’!), you could see things growing. Plainly and regularly,
expectedly and just-like-we- already-know-it, things grow, on a
farm and elsewhere too. This was my work at New Pond Farm for
all reasons harvested and yet ever to be harvested. I had to come
back to know things grow, and new things grew, and also
53

sometimes no things grow, but I really liked all these parts of it,
the whole of it being the coming back. Let’s do it again (I think we
almost have to!)
So very gratefully, thank you for New Pond Farm, a real place to
me now.
New Pond Farm is in Redding, Connecticut. It is an active Farm
and Educational Center.
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Alexander Heald

maybe a wolf!					

Allison Fontaine-Capel
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Wa l k i n g i n t h e c i t y
Thrown about, tossed between
high-rises, apartments
thick in rows like corn, the winds
tunneling down
gasps in the alleys
where the gulls were
tickling spit
in the throat—
Above, the laundry lines strung with shirts
like colored teeth, flickering tongues
curtains in the mouths
of windows, dripping hands,
elbows, knuckled
cigarettes, haloed—
The upstairs neighbor veiled
in smoke drifted up from below,
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what learned to climb
the spines of fire escapes.
The streets were still full of summer,
thick tar that once bubbled up
when the sewers caught fire
and the streets swam like rivers run
straight from a volcano’s lips,
black bile. Yes, it was like that—
walking in the city, lost sailors
pointing up at omens
the two of us trapped
between two seasons and two structures
their distance our distance,
a street divorced us, a river
and the seagulls like swallowed words circling
in the valley between.

						

Zoe Darsee
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Paris 				
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Michael Olson

Song of the Ladykiller
Fronds parted to permit the
Discovery of a new tint, or not
New so much as previously
Hidden in the folds. This was,
Most relevantly, unanticipated.
Like a sideyard in the morning,
But more difficult. In addition,
A warm thing wants another one.
Clearly nothing could forestall the
Deployment of customary measures:
Whole populations of corvids,
Entire pretences of avuncularity;
Nevertheless, the sandblasting
Guys couldn’t be kept waiting.
Canyons sloughing into severe
Conduits, pumice deluge upon
The hovels of the poor. Abrasion
Actually is a very nice place to
Live, although the groceries are
A bit pricey. But it’s the “sauce”
That keeps them coming back,
That is the feeling that one is
In a position anterior to oneself.
Blinking as lemurs do, I waited
For the Big Cataclysm only to be
Disappointed as is obvious, but also
Left with a hue paler than hunger
Or at least more discriminating.
							

Samuel Rowe
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June Tate

Gonzo Sells a Leafy Hairbrush
You dandelions got dandruff ?
You lilacs got the lilt?
And you mint, it got that
Muffle? Those trees, they got that
Truffle? (All pink ‘n’ poofy ‘n’ shit?)
Well baby you let me help you!
See this?
Green o’ trees
Waxy like rubba
Hardwood, fiiine
wood. Yow!
So hot!
Just ninety-ninety-five baby!

					

Jeffrey Bernard Yozwiak
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L e s s o n s L e a r n e d at t h e A m t r a k Tr a i n
S tat i o n i n A l b a n y, N Y
Stop whining. Stop whining
like a little girl.
I know little girls
who are tougher than you are.
You’re almost five and
you’re whining like a little girl.
You have to be tough for your women
when you grow up. When you grow up
you have to be tough with your women.
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David Tisel

consonants & vowels iii			

Allison Fontaine-Capel
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Colophon
The following is an excerpt from the blog
105 Creations, hosted on Wordpress.com. On
February 16, 2010, Christina Vasilevski reviewed the font Adobe Caslon Pro:
“I love the tail at the end of the capital Q. Look
at that thing! It stretches out and goes sideways
like nothing else in the font, yet it still looks dignified and in keeping with the rest of the alphabet.
Capital Q, you are the brave peacock of the
Caslon typeface, and for that, we salute you!”

© 2010, 105 Creations
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B i r d Fa c e
I want to go, gnome.
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